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To help steer you through the bewildering number of programs present
here are a few recommendations of programs that have proven to be both
very popular and outstanding in performance.

*** ACCOUNTS VAT & NON VAT, SOLID STATE DATABASE & WDPRO WORDPROCESSOR
*** FORTH, ZEN

I***

+

ZEN MOD ASSEMBLER, PASCAL, FORTRAN, PILOT, CESIL etc

BASIC ENHANCEMENTS <K only):BASIC EXTENTIONS + BASIC PLUS, SPEED
BASIC and COMMANDERS

*** THINKING GAMES:CHESS, CRIBBAGE, OTHELLO, DRAUGHTS etc.
*** ARCADE GAMES: PAKMAN, ELECTRON 22622, CAMPAIGN 14, FROGGER

and at

last ADVENTURE

Two programs have been upgraded significantly:
£14.50
APOLLO CHESS V2.0
Now has 14 levels of skill and is suitable for beginners progressing to
i ntermedi ate.
£24.95
APOLLO WORD V2.0
right
justification and pagination of segmented texts such
Now includes
as catalogues! This program must be outstanding value.
$XMA COMMUTE RS, 11 YORK ROAD, MAIDENHEAD, BfcRKSHIftE, ENGLAND
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WHAT IT DOES AND WHERE TO DO IT.
LOCATION
4336

4337-4353
4360
4494
4495
4496
4497
4498
4500
4507
6350
6773
10407
11516
11587
15452
17810
17826
17828
18440
18441
57347
59555
10167
4464

10682

FUNCTION

Filetype (l=obj/2=btN /3=bsd/4=a*c/5aarel /Al&A2=pas).
Fi 1 ename.

protect flag.
Character under cursor.
X-axis cursor position.

List/save

Y-axis cursor positior.

Cursor on/of + flag.
Stores character for cursor (usual I y display code
Number of characters : current line.
Clock indicator- 0=a. rr., l=p. T. .
If set to 0 allows ciuot.es to be printed Cchr 34).

239)

-

.
List device flag
= =:-=€" ,
sat.
-sc
1
1
i
0
to
’SET"
---cticr
set
If
Input port.
Output port.
IHB .v t r .
Changes prince- tar
0 to verify,1 to Lear..
r-ess.ee.
ASCII character oÿ last
ASCII character c* «s.
0 makes first lire
r
As for 18440.
4=LED red ,5=_EI gresr „
at a :
Blanks the scree-.1 tu
1 turns off the -EE* r-c
Changes to loner rase i *
1.
Auto run if
'

—

=

To disable the BREAK keys
POKE 6636,0:P0KE8767,0:PCf
To generate a sound:
P0KE4513, x:P0KE4514,x:L'SF
USR(72) (Turns it off)

=: -;=

tne bell)

To save a program:
USR(33):USR(36)

SA—5510 ON THE ’K’
It is possible- to use SA-55:: r- 1 2 r-

=

t~e hZ-80K. Note that the
:
following changes are necess
rjst re changed to
and
as in
Any music strings contain-;
or
SP-5025. Also it is advisarle tc s_rr-arr one from the TEMPO setting
e.g. TEMP07:MUSIC"+F+GC-DSC 1
Should become TEMP06:MUSIC
5 for scrolling
CHR$
w-;c:h
many
that
codes
«ar* r~ the A (e.g. 4
Note
/down)
on
will not work
r~e .
up
The other serious proble- is *:th c-e EE” and RESET commands. Before any
SETing or RESETing is done t~e -rllr*: r oust be entered:
P0KE$1 17D,0:P0KE$1 17E,208 A- SET aoc =E5ETs will then work,but after
it is advisable to re-poke. If
any screen printing (includi-g
a lot of SETing and RESETing is tr re done it is wise to put the POKEs
in a subroutine so G0SUB can re _=er to save space. All other functions
of SA-5510 will happliy work on the - .although BASIC programs between
SA-5510 and SP-5025 are N0'r co-patirle.
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continued on rear inside cover:
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£69.50
SOLID STATE DISC ACCOUNTS
~his is a disc version of our solid state VAT accounts program. Upto
month (or 255 if you have a double disc drive) can be
125 entries per
entry
can be under one of 40 groups (20 income and 20
Each
recorded.
ependiture) and one of 8 payment types (i.e. cash, cheque, credit card
etc).
The user decides what names are given to the groups and payment
types, thus the accounts file can be designed to meet the individual
needs of each user. Monthly, annual , group and payment type summaries
can be produced as a quarterly VAT report.
This program is ideal for
the small
business as it will cope with most of your VAT worries and
you a simple monthly profit and loss report.
give
Another version is
now available for the MZ-80A only which allows upto 255 items instead
of the normal 125 items as available on the MZ-80K version.

SOLID STATE DATABASE V3.3
£29.50
As before but with three improvements. The files can now be sorted with
"espect to any field; cassette files can now be split into two smaller
cassette files; depending upon data format cassette loading or saving
is now upto three times faster than before.

SOLID STATE DISC DATABASE

£59.50
Tui5 is a disc version of the popular cassette database program. Upto
12 separate files can be stored on a diskette. As with the cassette
version,
each file consists of 255 pages of information and each page
contain upto 10 lines of data. A file may be searched, browsed
"--"-i.-- or sorted.
If a file gets too large it. can be split into two
s-slle- files. Files created by the cassette database can be transfered
c- - c che rise database. This program is a very quick and useful method
c~ storing information.
Please note that program runs under SHARP

SOL:: STATE STOCK CONTROL (CASSETTE for MZ-80K only)
£29.50
C'_
stock
rcr-troi
of
car
upto 200 items using this program. Details of
-errs c- cart number, description of item, number of items per unit,
unit selling cri:e, VAT rate, stock level and re-order level can all be
= c-og'-ar can produce stock reports; list all items that need
sicrec.
cc re re—ordered ere produce a price list. It also stores, for up to 4
■"fi'Or- tihs.
details c* monthly sales volume of each item. If you have a
"irt: nr feet printer that can take A4 size headed note paper then this
*

r

'

n

zsr ai.se produce a simple invoice.

T3 ~ CONVEFTER

'

rit

me ..

£10.00
.ent way of converting SP-5025 BASIC programs to SA. be used on either machine with or without BASIC
: on t aiming PEEK, POKE, USR, W0PEN, ROF'EN, CLOSE, SPC
sc. Multiple copies of converted programs may be
enter is contained for very large programs. This
rnhances the catalogue of MZ-80A software available.
- - -“d with many extra conversion tips included.

tel: 0628-71778

RUMA
THE DIARY PROGRAM
£t.b.a.
This extensive program can be used to pro;::s a :=r=onal database.
Provide with this program is a program conta:e te-sive notes on
how to use the DIARY program and this can be usec as a simple tutorial
z’-ewsed through,
program. Data can be entered, saved to tape, sc
■all', high standard
edited and much more. This program i s of ar e esc
and could be very useful to someone who nas ::
track of many
rO
business appointments.
■

SHOPPING LIST
£10.50
This program allows the manipulation z- up to 2 X
a maximum and minimum order system. '"“is prog
allows editing, deletion and additiz- to at::sample stock list is included with t“:s program.

-

t PC>: items each with
LB is -enu driven and
A
st and -uch more.
•

ENIGMA
£5.50
This program simulates a world war 2 EdZ“~ -ao~:~e. ~_is program can
be used to encipher and decipher s-ersiti-s :
=':=!. Cassettes of
enciphered material may be f reel . se~c z- rest »« i c“ c 1 t~e risk of them
being readable to anyone except c-= censor t~e a-e zenc sent to. This
-----C and has a very
program is based on equipment usee d the *ore»s
""~:= p*- oig*“.a.a ~ss aoolications where
sophi st i cated coding system.
sensitive data is to be stores «:t.“ ::«:lets orr-irerce.

-=

-

FOOTBALL FORECAST
£25. DC
This program uses the met- to le.-el xse o .
= Frank George to
forecast football results. The pirog-a..F evades :u to keep a file on
tape of teams and fixtures t-s sÿtiÿe
marie if you wish) and
after every match you can .orate t“e sat a o~ ar
tea-. With the results
of matches you can ente- t~e ~e= a-: . . t.."es =~b the program will
forecast the outcome. It will t
a-r! :-e::ct a a- wins, home wins, and
a.;. tea.rs ~ t r dzmabetical order at
draws. It is also possible to =
the end of the season. It car ala: re .set :: -..et-alian pools. A very
sophi sti cated piece of so-twa-e.

-

-
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-

-

-

POOL PERM
£15. >:
This program is a must for all those ponrfbors mho gamble on the pools.
With this program you can enter z~e
a reoteo score draws etc.
:a
and
then define your sta<e and m~a o z«nc zsr will use a very
sophisticated algal rithm to produce a set of passible permutations. If
you tell it the match nurre-s : »: I 1 «;.r out ewactl . wnat to put on
the coupon. There is also a -=zd::- mo : e1” =:= -a-dem match numbers
=_:marls
if you want to gamble.
:= or-gran
a
Littlewoods,
*or
Vernons or Zetters pools coupons.
tlds z-oc-a- ca" improve your
chance of winnings it is sure! a
rde
.-estrert. Pids up where
football forecasting leaves r-~.
a powerful
a~c POOzFEF
is e
combination of programs.
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GEMINI STOCK CONTROL SYSTEM

-

£19.°5
This program is a very versatile
"t-d
p»-og-ar and would be
idealy suited to a small bu=:-==;
•all amount of stock or to a
; = a s :a~ be leaded when needed.
small shop. The data is stereo :
There are facilities to enaPle
:o be put into stock or removed
from stock. Files can be create:,
ted or deleted and each file also
has space to put the suppliers na?
:: msl=:*:r= -umber. There is also
a facility to monitor stock level a~ s when a preset minimum stock level
:i s reached it is possible to autot lat l :ail . reorder goods. At the end of
the month (or whenever needed a H i na icial summary can be printed and a
quick summary of stock generates.
.s program is user friendly and is
suitable for applications where
small amount of stock is to be
monitored.

tel: 0628- 71778

iflMUKUMA
£5.50
DIGITAL CLOCK
:= c"ogram turns your computer into a versatile digital clock. It
has three
the time in the 24hr system (including seconds) and
ST-S
alar-s. It also has facilities to act as a stopwatch or countdown
monitor. It has an optional hourly chime (Big Ben) and the alarm can be
re re to repeat every 10 minutes. A great program to leave on the
rr-puter when it is not in use, or it would make a great executive toy.

£19.50
SUPER AN I MAT I ON
Ideal as a programmers aid, for advertising shows and presentati ons.
_argely written
in machine code, SUF'ERANIMATION represents the last
word in graphics processing for the MZ-80K. SUPERANIliATION has a dual
purpose. Firstly it is an ul tra-sophi st i cated animated cartoon sequence
composer and editor. Depending on the format you select, you have up to
172 frames and a maximum running speed of 60 frames per second.
Sequences may be in frame order or user-defined up to a length of 300.
Secondly, in conjunction with the auxiliary program SA COMPRESSOR, a
cassette graphics file from SUPERANIMATION may be compressed (to save
within your own programs to enable fast and eye¬
used
-emory) and
catching displays. An extensive range of display options is provided.
Full instructions provided with demonstration files and tutorials.
Highly recommended - five star ! !

PETROL

(Needs 36K machine)
£5.50
reep a watchful eye? on your car’s MF'G with this neatly written program.
Enter and store the figures for your mileage and fuel input (tankful 1
by
in gallons or litres), and have the MF'G displayed
tankful 1,
graphically so you can really see how your car is performing.

PROGRAM FILE

(MZ-80A only)

£10.50

Program file is a fast machine code database specially designed to keep
-'car
program cassettes more orderly and documented.
'PROGRAM FILE'
stores filenames, index numbers, cassette number and location, aswel 1
as ucto ISO characters of comments, for at least 300 programs, all held
:"i a sorted order internally. Any program may be located and displayed
instantly by several parameters. Formatted lists can also be displayed.
program is the improved successor to the already
:s e cellent
success*-! PR0GDEX. You shouldn't be without, this one, even if you've
or 1 . cot a few programs to index.

SFbAFI*
GRMFIX is a -ewly developed suite

£14.50
programs designed to make the
of
fast and a pleasure. GRAFIX
p*ragra*«iiiri’0 of graphics of any kind easy,
c- = a-. -anon and high speed drawing in both machine code and BASIC.
a BASIC
BFWIFIM is a modul ar system featuring a master program,
inter* ace. a
generate ZEN
and a unit that will
picture loader
ccrne: ariCl e c; = e. The picture loader is a unique new concept to enable
you to gfispla. i-structions or just a picture etc. on the screen while
5 E J'-ei'E: or-ocrs- is loading.
GRAFIX features include: line, frame and
rectangle ='•=«:'-g routines, bold character set, picture loader, reverse
.idee. os-"- re-ined
fast animation, auto repeat on all keys if
e/s,
cassette storage of data, screen dump to printer, all SHARP
-e.t "»"ÿ
dear actors a-ailatie from the keyboard and
much more.
Strongly
graphics
development
program for the serious
■

•

r IT* OQT 3

*
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NEWTON ic CONSERVATION
£10.50
A step4 by step guide to Newton’s laws of motio~. ~‘ is c ac -age comprises
two programs and the second - CONSERVATION- ::== or to explain his laws
of conservation of momentum and energy etc.
-or full details see
*y
0.3).
: oreoodv studying for
supplement
This package is a good tutor
0 or A level physics.
£10.50
C0-0RD GEOMETRY TUTOR
program.
It
t
This tutorial in co-ordinate geonet- . is ar
t-e more com lex
explains the concepts involved fro- t~s elec ent a..“
-t the end of
principles. Ideal for the 0 or A level -at~ =
ensure he
to
each lesson in this tutorial t“e ouoil
c to progress to
understands the principles involved be- ore ~e
commented on
rr?,3 £ « Z
~ C ~ CM*the next lesson. A record of t-e st
""his program
at the end of each lesson and a perce-:=:= ” :
= P's graphics
is very user friendly and makes e cells'* -Si
a
"
-:
program
is
e
capabi 1 i t i es. This
cellert
= =
N.B. This program will only rr c~ a - = " mac-

—

-

GAMES

ADVENTURE GAME
An excellent adventure type

-=

£2 C 5-1

z-ac-ii is 3 proper interactive
’fou are on the
'caladventure game where you actual 1
ou*
c-pfclems. It is very
aplanet ARG and have to negotiate a:ra
o owe difficult and could take rc-trs
o “ e*- e~ oirs »a- :~c it all the
more fun to play. Based o- t~~ cels . =.or ; rcr ai _-E -ÿVENTURE GAME’
so if you get hopelesslv list - o_. :c»_lc almarvs t-.**”* to that for help.
An excellent game - Five sta~* ;

pare.

-

£5.5C
MASTER BUILDER
~~ a cc see c~ t~e ga-e is to patch up a
Try your hand as a bnc - 1 = a* ,
as few caps as possible.
broken wall as quicklv
as :iaside arc
ma_oe_
You simply have to
- e t~~ edicts su.ee lied into place one at a
time. This game also gi . es *o- a -ati-c
gc-i-s to idiot). A very good
■

-

game

- highly recommences.

UP YOURS

£5 5C

This is a lot of fun. Art'S-ior a
prints out your charsets- s-ra.ar
don’t get upset if it i- suits o»_ ..
seriously.

..

■

GOLD MINER
Another great

c- xestions and the machine
treat sense of humour but
out not to be taken too
rrea*.

; - -as a

£5,50
>ati arm ; a i:=.==: goldmine and there is
maze game.
it amongst the
only one real gold nugget and vniiu must t- •’ to find
fool’s gold. This is -ace scire atif-ioL.lt due to the presence of an old
Find the real gold
miner who will
kill you i- he catrKes uio <*:th - c,
and escape as quickly as oessio.e «::*3ut getting caught. Strongly

-

.

recommended.

GEMINI RUBIK

£:2. =*

This program is not real! . a caiime o,.t _= a c-cg-a- to solve the Rubik’s
Cube. This program is /er . user friend . arc aro s ou step by step how
= o-oq-a* coesn’t need to be told
to turn your cube to unra-sl it.
sol_.ti or for any cube. After
positions
but
starting
gives
a
the
using this program several times «ot «:11 toe aria to learn the required
method and will be able to scl.e t~e c_„c = c~ . o . own. This is a very
csccle who are completely
good program and is a must -or =1. t~os=

-

-

baffled by their cubes.

tel : 0628 - 71778

IIRUM A
£5.50
a great game needing very fast reactions. There is a tower
t.X'i or- fire and the victims are jumping to ’safety’ from the windows.
four cc is to control two men with a blanket so that they will be in
cor«-ect position for the falling victims. Good graphics and sound
five star !
e'**ect =. This game is great

This

is

-

B 3 OPYTWtB

£8.00
s rÿogram is not really a game but is for amusement only so it comes
uimidle*r this heading. This program generates biorythms or calenders or
car re instructed to calculate the compatabi 1 i ty between two people.
Using the biorythms function data can be displayed graphically or you
ea~ ask the computer for a written report on your emotions, physical
state and intellect for a certain month. Great fun but not to be taken
too seriously.
.

£5.50
ASTR0SH00T
An exciting machine code version of the popular arcade game in which
you are stranded in an asteroid belt with cunning enemy kamikaze space¬
craft. Shoot them down with your laser gun to survive. Beware!
large
asteroids burst .into two small ones when hit. As your score increases
the game gets faster (it will get very fast indeed). The game comes
complete with sound effects, high score, and previous score for two
player games.

-

£8.00
ELECTRON 22622
This except i onal machine code game is very fast and utilises excellent
graphics.
It is an advanced form of space invaders where you are
attacked from above and from the sides. To stop an attack from the
sides you have the use of a heat-shield but be careful as this can only
be used for a short time and then becomes inoperative for a few seconds
while it cools down. You have the normal 3 lives and the high score is
The invaders also move in a slightly different fashion to
retained.
those in the conventional arcade game. This must be one of the best
real time space games around - five star!!
£8.00
CAMPAIGN 14
Defend the universe against waves of aliens who emerge from their
mothership. These aliens are easy to attack to start with but as the
game progresses thier attack strategies get more complex and they
attack with more speed and commitment. After a certain amount of waves
you will receive more fuel (you see the refueling which uses the SHARP
This game has good sound effects and is
graphics to a maximum).
certainly five star material.

CHOCK-A-BLOCK

£5.50

~his game is very different to most of the other games as it requires a
c-eat deal of intelligence and skill. The game is similar to dominoes
and you have to match blocks against others in a grid. For every
correct match you gain points but you also lose them for an incorrect

match. You race against the clock and at the end of the game receive a
a ling ranging from useless to superbrain. A great game if you like a
t T 21 ~ — "tl C?3 S £? r- 1

if

F I SHERMAN FRED

£5.50
This ;s~s is very good and has excellent graphics. You have to help
f i sh s Tian "ÿed
catch the fish. You can letout your line or wind it in
bites you. will hear a beep, on hearing this you must
c
a
fish
=
You then take it to the surface
hesitation wind in the line.
the hook. Try to catch the fish at the bottom of the
z=.- = in :A
:»= t-e. are worth more points but remember you are racing against
r: ,
s cel lent game - five star !
e line*.

-

-~=~

tel : 0628- 71778 ■

[MilRUM A
ANTHILL RAIDER
£5.50
You must adventure into an anthill and try to get to the centre of it
and retrieve a gold nugget. However it is not fat simple as you are
pursued by ants 8< snakes but you can tempo-a-il- immobilise these by
throwing a rock at them. When you get the gelt ta- e it to the entrance
and then go and get some more until you -finall. -each .our fate.

VAN-MAN
You are

£5.50
your --.ate rarards on many factors
driver
van
and
delivery
shift,
a
including
time taken for
dista-cs tra.elled, weight of load
and also the amount of crashes you have ant the a'ount of pedestrians
killed.
It is much harder than you
i-iagi~e as . ou also have to
remember to drive on the left side a* tie -oat. *“:s game is great for
maniac drivers.

a

-

BIANT SLALOM
£5.50
You are a skier who has to negotiate a off-- slalo- course. Try to
get through as many gates as possiols o_.t tr . arc a-o;o the snow drifts
at all costs. The time of your run is recorded as is the all-time high.
(2uite a good game with nice grap-ios.
machine)
PAK MAN
£8.00
Needs
is a version of
-•
Fed up with space-invaders7 If so geo
the top spot
in
the very popular arcade game ’P-C—
--:o“ is al-eao.
program
.
This
rapidly
in the U.S.A and is
gaining occ-larit.
t“e
around
the
.
is written entirely in machi~e ooos a-= : s =- *ast. Pun
o_
dots
to gai~ oci~ts o t :?*:-=
maze gobbling up
are pursued by
These are releasee --or f e: re- -sgularly and possess
monsters.
varying degrees of intellige-os o-= := sue ec = L 1:gent and will soon
get you !). However if vou ear . o_f= monsters become weak
;; : g and run away from you at hal- fs scs-ec
a chance to catch
them (but beware as the. soon -=g;:~
=o-=-gf . Gobble graphics
characters for bonus points .al_e i-o-eases: as game progresses). Every
new screen results in the -er-sce-s rei-g "elaaseo a bit quicker than
the previous screen, but it is e ossicle tc get a~ e tra life at 10, 000
;s ;-oc-an mas full instructions
points if you can survive f is long.
and will retain the hie- score,
s gs»e _==s superb graphics and
is
very
and
arcade type game
sound
fast. F-is c-rcar..
f= oest
for
the
/e
SHARP arc :s s g-eat s 1 1 e— at i
to space-invaders,
available
Strongly recommended - Fi . e star

=

=

-ÿ•

'

_
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■
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FROBBER
£8. DC
You've seen it in the pubs and a..-; ares.
c ola. it in your own home,
This is a very fast super—co-fcse: m.aoh:~e ocoe implementation of the
o-_
very popular arcade game.
are ti g_ide frogs quickly and
dexterously across a ver , t = - -oar, sane s-a -e laden grass and a
Super sound, amazing
flowing log filled rive- and into t~e =-a~o.
graphics and mind-blowiro s:s=r
five
e cellent game
e ttus astar ! !

-

_

-

*

-

FENDER
This

50

a very fast -ac-:
’DEFENDER’. Fly your ..a- :
resolution landscape. Use . o_*
yourself, you may then use
:o_r
the ruthless aliens.
fuel, energy and damage. YCK
to refuel. Beginners use trie *
is

i-e

a popular arcade game
1 over the ul tra-hi ghe controls to position
1 asmal oper to destroy
-ull readout of speed,
oo«- and land at starbases

tel = 0628- 71778

3BBSHKUMA
(needs 36K machine)
£5.50
•fDONL-HNDER II
vast!,
improved version of the old favourite, this skillfully written
A
program makes superb use of the MZ-80K’s sound and graphics as you
str_;;le to soft-land your damaged spacecraft on the Moon under
full
■narnutal control right down to contact with the surface.

£8.00
MJC*SHOOT
>JC E-OCT is a multi -mode shooting game usings sophi sti cated techniques
arc is written entirely in machine code. The player controls a man who
The game lasts for three
can -ove left and right and fire a gun.
be stopped earlier.
■:~utes but can
At the beginning of the game
::r struct i ons are given and the user can define his own game parameters.
I~ scoring points are awarded for hits and deducted for ducks allowed
co escape and for rounds fired. An initial ’credit' ensures that the
score is always positive. Good sound effects and good graphics.
1

£5.50
F I VE-A-SIDE FOOTBALL
simulating
a
football match in which you actually
This is a great game
participate. You can control your team as a whole unit or individually.
vour opponent is the computer’s randomly controlled team but they are
not as easy to beat as you might expect. First team to score ten goals
wins the match.

TOMBS OF KARNAK
£8.00
~his is a sort of adventure game where you wander through a tombcomplex meeting all sorts of evil creatures. The object of the game is
to collect the jewels in the maces without getting killed by the
monsters. You must haggle with the guardian of the tomb to get your
weapons etc. You can either load a pre-defined character form tape or
/ou can
let the computer generate your character.
The game uses
graphics and gives all the gory battle details. The tomb has up to 50
.evels (if you last this long). Quite a unique program which can be a
lot of fun.
£8.00
PELMANISM
'rhat classic test of memory game, now makes its appearance in the Sharp
Software library. Can you remember where the hidden cards were. Upto 4
clayers playing against one another,
with superb graphics and music
effects. Strongly recommended.
G0LLUM
£8.00
An exciting game of avoiding the G0LLUMS but with the abjective of
turning the tables on them. Successful hunters are rewarded with yet
•wore GOLLUMS appearing, to join the chase. Strongly recommended.

ASTEROIDS

£8.00
new exciting version of the popular arcade game. You are floating in
survival is to
the middle of an asteroid belt and your only hope of
blast them with your laser cannon or use oyour hyperspace if you turn
c*-::ian. There are 8 asteroids to start but these fragment on impact so
The screen has full wrap-around and utilises good graphics and
ifce*»are

-

£8.00
the
arcade game ’BREAKOUT’. Written in
version
c_t uses
machine-code routines for that extra bit of speed.
r_s
came parameters may be preset before play enavling upto 84
War-.
canes to be played each with its own high score. Upto 3 balls
z:
plav at any one time and the top speed is quite a challenge.
«a» re
and musical accomaniment make this program an
sound
of the popular game.
ration
g
esc
’-a:
P*rter

BREAKTHROUGH

fincther e; citing

of

-

tel : 0628- 71778

KUMA
COVER UP
£8.00
You have 4 manholes to watch but only one manhole co-er. You must cover
up the holes to get men safely across. Three levels of play the hardest
of which is fast due to the fact that this c-cg-am is written in
machine code. Requires a very quick rescc-se ti ~e and is quite
addictive.
KIMI6HTS TOUR
£5.50
This game is based on the classic mat her at i r a r-oclem where a chess
knight must visit all the squares on tie
: once and only once.
Program will automatically validate all . r jr TC . r=.
T~ i s program is
c_.lt
a
1 ch makes it
.
intellectually stimulating but can re -s'= -game.
very good

DEFENCE

£8.00
This program is a very fast BASIC prag-ar in¬ . r~ -ia • es the game very
-aa -ou and you must
active. You are fighting against aliens t~at
.o_.r-is
f ares very good
try to get them before they get
orcr -a- i -;
graphics and sound and the result is a . s- r~al . erging and addictive
game.
•

■

£5.5«:
NIGHTMARE PARK
is
~-izYou must try to cross the parthat will try to stop you. 'ÿ'c-- will -a e

-azarrs and creatures
many stunts as you
r- r-er :~e- r_ die. For this
cross the park and if you fail at a-esponses. It is
game you need to be intel liir-i a- r ~a a .a-.
have to play it many i -== re-ore you finally
good fun but you will
-_11

:

*.: zc'

:orm

beat the park.

SPACE INVADERS
As before but now available on

VERMIN PACK
A light hearted

£5.5.1
t-e

“Z-E" -

£B. >1
e sc:r:=:* :
trend. It consists cf three r:- e-- a- t t'
with a strong humourous ii'tr't,
- strongly recommended.
alteÿ'st:

-

PROGRAMMING

•

war/space games
-= rr'bined in one package
=_rn0r
HISSING SID
of

gressi -'e

I DS

SCREEN PLANNER

£5.50
This is a wipe clean plastic «orl s~eet This pad can be written o*~ end the- t~e :
reading the POKE locations -m t~e cere.
can wipe it clean! Supplier :tn re1for both the MZ-80K and tne w;-E

with graphics displays.
easily be entered by
car
r~
re ru have finished it you
: aid for graphics designers
_=e

DYBUG
50
This well proven piece of sr-r-s- is -> a ai .able in EPROM so that it
can be permanently plugged nr . ur :aputer (MZ— 80A only). DYBUG is a
*»i 1
comprehensi ve debugger which
rake all me effort out of debugging
rce
machine
programs.
m

tel: 0628-71778

SUPPLEMENT
'_'M

VO

_3

TO

CAT

has set itself out to present the best of

2. O

1/3/S1

U.K. written software

tc all interested SHARP owners.
E-iality has always mattered to KUMA and the fact that our selection
of programmes covering many user requirements from business to games
has been very carefully chosen, verified and packaged in our unique
cases before despatch shows that this is more than just words!!
NEW

SOFTWARE

I COT I OM

FOR

AND

THE

MZBOK

LIT II_ I TY

PACKAGES

CASSETTE DATABASE V2. 1
£29.50
h= database can be considered to be an electronic card index system
of ten lines per card & up to 255 cards. Records are created containing
1 to 25 cards. Search, browse
print facilities are standard.
Calculations can be performed, any two fields can be added, subtracted
Multiplied or divided.
« special report (e.g. mailing list) can be printed. The data
resides
ir memory & is transfered to cassette for storage.

BASIC PLUS
£12.00
Th ;s extent ion to the facilities of Sharp BASIC sp5025 has several un l que
features which includes compatiblity with "BASIC EXTENTIONS" !
The foil ow i n g ad d i t i ona1 f eat.ur es are add ed:- ERROR , AUTO, PAUSE,S I NGLE,
NPAE !redefines the graphics keys for a numerical pad —overlays provided)

REPEAT, LINK,OFF.
A well proven and welcome addition to the range of BASIC enhancements.

2 /BUG
£14.50
The Dynamic Debug Tool for MZSOk. D'Y'BUG is a machine code debug. It
: = relocatable anywhere in store and presents a static, full screen,
•format packed with useful information about, the current run-time state
of the user’s program. Bybug monitors the operation of the user's program
artoitaucally and marks any change of state with an arrow. The various
(rwcions of information are; The registers, The current program area,
he stac- , Four store areas and the flags.
"a -a sister and store areas may be modified at. will with the aid of
Ifttrne cursor controls which are programmed to move from field to field
than character to character. The cursor controls are also used
*.«ÿ select the Dybuq commands which are;
Gb Cl.
5- IP SUBR, SINGLE SHOT, VIEW USER PAGE SAVE, LOAD.
Ill 5.0'
ter input commands to RUN TO TRAP and a special LINK TO
MBEP MiTh 1 C allows ex tent ions to be made to DYBtJG.
too ..
5 Zer compatible as well as practically all programs
*

• .v: COMPUTERS, 11 YORK ROAD, MAIDENHEAD, BERKSHIRE, ENGLAND
Telex: 849462 TEL FAC. KUM
Telephone: 0628)71778

RUM A
KNIGHT’S COMMANDER
£25.00
This is an extention to Sharp cassette BASIC SP-5025. See below.
KNIGHT’S COMMANDER
£65.00
This is an extention to Sharp disc BASIC SP—6015.
The additions are; auto line number, block delete. dump, renumber,
repeat on all keys, trace, single step, use?- de-:zed keys & numeric pad

|
;

SLAVE INTERPRETER
£14.50
Slave is a program designed to aid beginners i -> Assembler programming.
It eliminates many of the problems encountered c . first time users
allowing them to concentrate on progr a :n g. It uses decimal numbers,
displays error messages instead of crashi-c an: supplies input and
output routines. It allows loading arc saving o- urograms and an
option for hard copies on a printer.
e z=LIs~c wav to practise
assembler in safety.

--

--

LANGUAGES
FORTH

£34.95

-I"- special! • -smitten for the
Sharp MZ80K and contains ma'. features ot ire- :o-sl , implemented.
Forth is a fully structured sel » ~
la-z-age. It is also a
simple language with the eap-asis z~ i-iaracti:- «:th the user. Forth
is a powerful language offering t~e
z~s iinÿi-nity to design
and use complex data struci_'e= as =~e _.r 1 1 . -mt" is a concise
s/
language: a text editor occÿ:
a language
!:- = ■= z-'I"
similar to Pascal ) can be writ tie-1 1 i - es P- Forth and compile
to 1500 bytes. Above all Fort’- is
: :: is -u,n and to grow with
it’s user. Programming i Fort- ::-EI=:E I~ s te~ding the language
in ways defined by the _.ser a-;: t = -es.. Its a a ; distinguishable from
the core language. The use- is also
:;*:lete access to all
machine functions includ:.
s e :t - 1 :1 .. - z t“e operation of the
t
language itself.
This MZ80K version has just z • e— T * s .—z-cs in the core language
and cover the most advs-zsz features s-f t-e 1 s- guage often missed
from implementations ir t“ i = on re a~ z= . r _ t together with it’s 30
page manual it provides a~ ears, st a-t i z
for the first, time
Forth user, progressing tz ~z.=-z = z -z«-z~ z-ogramming. Standard Forth
operators are combined «:t~ -e.-oris z
z zirect control over
functions of the MZ80K.
An easy to use text edito- -as z &ÿ=ÿ- zesig-ez -or the convenience of
the tape based user. A set z string are 1 i ->g • eywords are included
in source text form. The Ia-g„age i s-ss up about 7K.
This; is a new machine code version z~

-

■

-

-

-

-

■

-

-

-

-

KNI GHT’S FORTRAN
£30. 00
This implementation uses ;2- a.-z
s s tie following function:
Mem, get, ioc, low, mod. ime, i at s.
abs. sqrt, sin, alog, atan,
i or , cos, tan, exp, float. :a-z. z- . i-i . edit, compile, add, insert,
dim, if, do, cal 1 , pause etc. Comz: 1 eJ z-zz-a-s can be saved as machine
code and will then load fro- t:,-itz«- z- ze z-a-sfered as OBJ files
onto disc.

KNIGHT’S WEE PASCAL
£20.00
This program is ideal for b eg i e-*- s are zas tne -ol lowing commands;
i nsert/del ete, find/insert =t*-:-z. -z.~, -eolace string, var, proc,
func, array, i f..then..el se. z_t. :~p. out, or. or, and, not, +, -, /,
remainder, rnd, i ncrenient/decrete* I variables.

-

-

tel: 0628- 71778

KUMA
PILOT

£15.00
complete programming system that enables the average teacher
or sarrt to write professional quality interactive computer assisted
I«r-:r; orograms. PILOT is an easy to learn Author language and i t 7 s
kiiMiple to use string handling makes it ideal for educational word games
■me .i-guage teaching. This optimum machine code implementation of
Pile-: is fully supported by the U.K. PILOT USER GROUP.

FT LIT :=

r

DUCATIONAL

PACKAGES

£10.50
ELECTRONS 1 & 2
There are two distinct states for elecrons to exist in; the free
and the bound states. Electrons 1 deals with the problems of thermionic
emission, electron dynami cs/ki nemat i cs and the photoelectric effect.
"nere are many screen animations that require user parameter inputs,
so that laws may readily be tested.
Electrons 2 deals with the quantum behaviour of electrons trapped in
essential wells, in particular the hydrogen potential is used.
large amount of the program is devoted to considering photon/atom
-redactions, with random tests and detailed responses utilised. (16K)

-

<*A'v»ES 1 & 2
£10.50
These programs rely heavily on the use of graphics for the user to test
■parameters of wave motion (amplitude, frequency, phase etc.) in order
to clarify the theory given in text. Simple wave properties are covered
along with reflection, refraction and interference (superposition)
f rom the Huygen s construct i. ons.
~~ese and all the programs in this series consist, of 'pages' of text
:_terspersed with animated, interactive graphics pages; in the approx.
ratio of 2s 1 (1610
£10.50
SEMICONDUCTORS 1 & 2
These could be considered as the flagship of the range in that the
amount of graphics and coded response questions- is enough to provide
a good grounding in the theory of semiconductors.
S.C.1 is concerned with the behaviour of intrinsic and extrinsic
se-:conductors, and how doping effects pure lattices. A large part
is then dedicated to showing the formation of a P-N junction diode
bv selective doping of an intrinsic lattice. Some diode character i st i cs
a'-e then investigated.
S.C.2 is specifically aimed for the description of how to construct
a two junction device (transistor) and to show how it is made to
rrncuct current.
‘■early all

graphics.

26k)

£10.50
<NE*rrON
tlWlc-nt c- s laws of motion introduced by both textual developement and
*

test:
of understanding by graphical methods- animation of events and
ptertailed questioning.
Ifc-e :rteractive parts of the program effectively tutor the handling
Khniques required for equation manipulation and numerical analysis.
“.AT I ON

I Ami

£10.50

but independent part of "NEWTON", this program examines
of Newton's Law with respect to the conserved quantitie
indications
Itlhe
energy and angular momentum. Understandi ng is tested
imomne*’-'t _jt
(tar test arc :raphics in conjunction with short numerical tests.
e»,tent::r.

tel: 0628- 71778

KUMA
£24.95
NAVEX 1.0
This is a simulation of navigating a yacht on the English Channel.
It enables up to 10 navigators to plot the progress o-f their yacht on
East English Channel Charts 5043&5052,whi ch are .. sercn the RYA Yachtmaster
Course. Wind direction and visibility car be varied to challenge the
navigator. This program comes with a ccmore'-eÿsi . e -anÿal and is a quite
remarkable achievement -for navigational training. Efongly reccommended.
£15.00
PILOT
See the languages section -for product descr:ct;or.

£14.50
SLAVE INTERPRETER
See the Utilities section for this

easy

entry

35

= 5-D1'.

programming.

£5.50
ROCKET
Maths tester (-,+,#,/) with 4 levels -O'- =sc~ -irc::tr. 3ood practise
for children from the age of 6 upwards to at out 1-. ~~e rocket moves
across the screen with each corr9Ct

J MATHS add/sub & STEPPING STONES
These two programs are for 5 -ear cits

£5.50

=- r

1 “aths offers timed
_s:~g -.umber recomposition.

practise in basic addition an: sud-art i rr
gu-es. Correction
Problems are presented using la-re, tr a
a 1 t-re
of errors is offered as required sc g ~~ status Cis-tla- which reinforces
correct habits.
r_ get a multiplication
Stepping stones: Try to cross a ri-er and :
wrong you fall in! Makes lig~t •war-, r- lear*:*c .our tables. Various
levels of difficulty can be set.

-

-

INFANT ADDITION & FOUR RULES
Infant addition is suitable *cr
practise at addition at two le.el =

-

-

■

_

.ear :l:s and above.lt offers
arc 1 1 1 3 =:-g large traditional
figures. Correction of errors is
K as required using counters.
Four rules is suitable for -: e .ear cits ant aific-e. and offers practise
in basic numbers. Additio- an: suc:-a::;cm are :--ered at two levels.
Multiplication and division
a.l t~e :as:c ro-rs. Correction offered
during the program and all
1 :stec at the end.

wrong you fall in! Makes lig-r

»:ri

-

learning

-our tables. Various

BUS I NESS PACKAGES
CASSETTE DATABASE V2. 1
£29.51
See "APPLICATIONS AND UTILITIES settlor -or -_11 description. It
cannot be overstressed he- _se-_l c “ i = elect-onic calculating filing
cabinet can be!

SOLID STATE V.A.T. ACCOUNTS
£2"=.50
This program makes keeping
accounts as easv as pressing a button.
Upto 75 entries per month ca~ :=
each entry having a
seperate Net, VAT, and Gross c;l:-~, -= «.:c- the NON-VAT Accounts program
there are upto 15 headings art =
= . e s t- eacÿ month. The data
is held in the computer meÿcr. and i= t-a-s-er-ed onto cassettte for
storage. When making an entr . i- s - 1 e- the g-css amount and the
VAT rate the program can autc -at:cal 1 Calculate the Net and VAT
amount. If the Net amount is e-tere: z~s --T arcunt and gross can
s_-*Ta". a-r talance can be produced.
be calculated. A quarterly .
a
is
printer
If
attatched all the arc e s-ÿa-ias or a listing of
entries
the
for each month car :e t-tt-ted.

-- -

-

tel : 0628 — 71778

KUMA
c-i-E ACCOUNTS(non VAT)
iprwirar has been designed

£29.50
for the club, society, small business,
11# ■hiploveti person or anybody that needs to keep good monthly
i«l records but does not need to keep VAT records.
prac-a- stores all your financial information in the memory of
■tap liter. This means that the entries, summaries and balance can
prorinirec quickly. The data is copied onto cassette for safe storage.
prag*-am stores entries in a similar way to a cash or bank book
Hm t*ve- entries are made for each month. But unlike a single Cash/Bank
USD©®'!! t 1 5 prog ram can hold details under, upto 10 different groups
lh»eac:-cs . These groups are split into income and expenditure.
Tv_s breakdowns of Income and Expenditure can be obtained as well as
mantel - and annual balances. The user chooses how many Income or
E peniditure groups there are and there names; this done by a set up
or ccr am.
~*-e following useful facilities help the user monitor the accounts:
I. Entries can be sorted into date order within a month.
2. >ou can search for an entry by amount or description.
3. A group summary consisting of the total of all the entries for a
particular group for each month of the year can be produced.
1.
monthly summary is available which will show the total of all
the entries for each group for a particular month and give a balance.
'he annual totals and annual balance can be displayed. The totals
cam re either for each month or each group.
= To help predict increases or decreases in business any of the above
three summaries may be "Varied" by multiplying the totals by a
percentage of your choice. Thus the effects of inflation, pay rises,
price rises can be immediately seen.
7. ~~e group summary can be produced as a histogram.
E. ~-e Accounts file can be set up to start in any month of the year.
Entries can be easily moved from one group to another.
t©. Any screen can be reproduced on the printer by just typing "P".
*"

-

GAMES
£5.50
ALLADD IN'S CAVE
Ar s cel lent maze game. A race against the clock and you must find the
««a>v through the maze collecting jewels. The evil genie must be avoided.
Strong 1 y recommended. Five star!!

£5.50
ASTR0D0DGE
move up the screen, and at the same time
they
lodge the asteroids as
srxt the alien ships for extra points. If you get through the asteroid
he It t~en another, thicker one appears.
of skill levels, and if you get the high score you
St an extra award! A fast action game with excellent sound and graphics.
1 1 s came is strongly recommended and is highly addictive.
£5.50
IND
care -or compulsive gamblers. Bet on a roll of dice and see how often
rant., cs' win.
£5.50
teractive game with nice graphics. It is very versatile and
a- individually, with teams or play a test match! In the
1 mode its good for improving your reaction times.

£5.50
game for up to 5 players. Very good graphics of the
must for the gambling man.

tel: 0628-71778

W1HHBIKUM A
HISSING SID
£5.50
A superb arcade game for those people with a strong sense of humour and
like a really good game. This is a variety of adventure through various
plights beyond your control. Have you got the s- ill to survive! # ### >fe

MINEFIELD
£5.50
Can you make it through a field full of mines, bac- to base? You get
several seconds to see the mines but they soon ceco-e invisible and
you are on your own. An adictive game with se.e*-al sail levels.
M-CHECKERS

(DRAUGHTS)

£10.50

This is an excellent implementation of draughts ana is very difficult
to beat. It is written in machine code and leads directly from monitor
into a 32k or 48k MZ80K.
M-Checkers uses a depth-first search witr alpna—beta pruning to find
its moves. This program cannot be reccc"e_:e: enough It is a prime
example of what a microcomputer can do if it -eali . tries! Five Star!

MZ-OTHELLO
£10.50
Play MZ-0THELL0 but watch out, as it is r.-:tts~ ir machine code b.y
a top national player, co-author of the ooc~-e -e- to Othello",
with the British Champion Dr. Jon- -ar <- e*-. It contains deeper statergy
than the book, and won’t let .ci cheat. I-c-c.e .our s-ill at this
game of logic.
ROCKET
See under educational for

£5.50
Erci.it

-

ces:

i at i

c-.

SHUDO
£5.50
Shuda is ludo on your computer. It s = =t, uir'icti.e game with first
class graphics. You’ve got ♦ou*- cour te-'s: . r.C s~c D; which you
must move round the board to their -tore esse, re .-earned though: the
computer will do it’s best to catch . ou
s-c it clays a mean game!

-

-

-

SIMON

£5.50

wit- c:c * 1 as- 1 -; rlcc-s of graphics and
sound. Match the sequences of flashes ana tc-s= a~d it becomes longer
and more difficult. Simon contares = c-:-s cccs routines for really
fast graphics. Fastest skill le-el «i L I c*- = =£-r a real chal lange to
the addict.

Better than the real thing

-

SUPER MOUSE
£5.50
Find the real mouse and kill hi- be-ore t-e E.ir- vcuse gets you!
There are four levels of skill a-c a . sr . -.'IE-- . opponent!

TOWERS OF HANOI

£5.50
This is an age old problem where discs -must ce s- j;-fled from one peg
to one of two others within certain r5s:rict:c'=. The option is avail abl
for the machine to show you how eas . it -sail- is

TRACK-LAYER
£5.50
Lay the tracks without crossing over arc destroy the intruders. It gets
more difficult as the game advances and a fast logical mind is essential
This game is strongly recommended. Five star

-tel: 0628- 71778

KUMA
ARE

ACCESSORIES
£0.44
£1.10

£34.50
card extender
s :s to enable work to take place on disc controller cards, protofMQ cards etc. outside the I/O box. Essential -for the hardware
- =er when debugging experimental inter-face cards etc.

-

£37.50
1-P Prototyping board
control
are bought out and marked up on the
lines
and
Ski 1 ce data
frirced circuit board. The board has 3X 16DIL, 2X 20DIL and IX 24DIL
sockets which are uncommited and twenty pairs o-f edge terminations tor
harewiring to external apparatus or titting to LEDs.

£110.00
Winter Interface Centonics parallel
This is a real break through as it now allows any centronics printer
car now be attatched ! The Epson MX80 F/T 2 with graphics and MX 100 with
graphics and the Tec Starwriter Daisywheel now work! !

z~ Resolution Graphics board

£110.00
item gives resolution down to the single dot. User definable
characters. Reverse video. Pixel graphics that join. Rotate characters
HUhirough 360 deg.. High resolution plotting. Three dimensional drawing &
high resolution rotates. Comprehensive graphics editor with twenty
ii
ands.

T'*-:E

proven

£5.50
rr-e-en Screen
This is a pi cite which fits in front of the screen and produces a more
rest-jl col our „ Strong!v recommended.

MANUALS
• I~DR LISTING

£15.00

assembly listing of the MZSOK’s 4K monitor.
»
get the best of the host of subroutines
to
early impossible
■hi n 1:he MZBOK’s operating system without understanding it.
his the monitor listing is essential !
a fully commented

NE WS
Im t~e catalogue V2.0 the program MAP OF ENGLAND

IgjMily

for £5.50 should

have been;

£10.50

hWF OF U.K.

PRESS !

TOP

_

■PEE® BASIC
*-

.'ÿe=

£10.00
for Basic SP5(_L'5 with Auto line numbering, re-numberin'
ctppend, dump variables and a hiqh speed data dump and

_:qr am

.

from cassette.

tel: 0628- 71778

KIIMA Hli,fii;HIIPIIMilH
SHARP MZSOB SYSTEMS
Kuma specialises in the MZSOB in application areas such as wordprocessini
A growing range of Kuma and CP/M software is now avail abli
and databases™
for this excellent system. Phone now for a full list or for more system
detai 1 s.
SHARP MIZOOK
HARDWARE
Not only does Kuma provide the software for t~e SHarc ranqe of products
but also the printers, I/O boxes and flopp. disc c--.es etc. You will firx
not only competetive prices but a free l-1 ic.- cel: .en service coupled
with a friendly and expert, assistance in choseing :r discussing your
requi rements.

PR INTERS
:-:nters and
Kuma keeps an in depth stock of both Ess:- -at-:
Tec Starwriter printers in stock corolsts ••• : c ~ all the necessary extra's
such as ribbons, paper, spare dais', w nee Is etc. ■ . - a e - an has A4 size
1 i sti ng paper ! (
s in stock,
A wide range of graphics options and interface :
STAT I ONARV
Listing paper for P3 or Epstr pr :~t
t Sticky labels by the 1000. tractor
Ribbons for P3 printer
t Ribbons for Epson printer
Ribbons for Tec Starwriter
$ Daisy wheels for Tec Star
t e% Cassettes C12
% Cassette cases
% Double sided single/db ce~ = c t - I: = • =
-K Just ask for other requirements

f anf ol d >

*
*

*

"-• t-

(ESHC

.......
.
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- -

«. c=

c ...

*~
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£5. 50
£2. 50
£7. 50
£2. 95
£4 , 45
£0. 44
£ 1 „ 10
£28 00
corage box) £28.

BOOKS
A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO USING _HE HZ5»:<
F.&.WlE-II-S
MZ80K SOFTWARE SECRETS
BRAHRM BEECH
SHARP SOFTWARE TECHNIQUES
S- arp ! i )
THE BASIC HANDBOOK (2nd Ec
LIEN

Please note that Kuma - ee: = s
seperate book catalogue. Ee- :c

.

£ 14

£3. 95
£5 95
£5. 95
£ 13 95

.
.

= ~ ge c- books amd has an 8 page

:::

JOIN THE KUMA
MAILING LIST
To get regular updates on new rele*:
ft.ware make sure you are on the
list by writing in.

tel = 0628- 71778

IDDUCTION
Versi on 2-0
l / i /Q2
= set itself the challenge of presenting the best of U.K.
software to all interested MZ—80K owners and has obtained
outstanding programs for your use, packaged in the unique KUMA
:te storage case!
fund suets are constantly being introduced so please phones s now
the latest, update sheet!
WDitu nave written any really interesting software, why don1 t you
kamd it in and join the ranks of successful software authors who have
i?or a cart or full way in paying for their own system.
■ａｓ catalogue features:
APPLICATIONS AND UTILITIES
LANGUAGES
EDUCATIONAL PACKAGES
GAMES
MANUALS AMD ACCESSORIES
BUS I NESS PACKAGES
I# .C-L don't see it ASK! !!

(additional details are available on some

wtf the programs)
PLICATION

AND

UTILITY

PACKAGES

liOPRO PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSOR (cassette based)
£ 39.50
i*F«0 PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSOR(di sc based)
£ 79.95
pfflPIR0 is a comprehensive disc or tape based word processor for the
SnfafitrP MZ-BOK and the Epson MX -SO printer. It offers full screen
HAtting of text together with global copy, delete, move, search and
replace functions.
Ei.tr ; /e output formating is also provided, including such features
as underline, page titling and numbering, horizontal tabulation and
:ÿwltCMiika c l c paragraphing.
■ｐＬＬＯ WORD PROCESSOR vl.9(cassette based)£ 24.95
, nachine code 20k (6k user)
Hfcrifcten in Machine Code,the features offered include:
IPY/APPEND/KILL/TYPE/LIST/PR.I NT/BYE/MOVE a-b ,c/DEL a-b/
lim s is a fast ,compr eherisi ve Word Processor HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
O WORD PROCESSOR/DOS(disc based) £ 55.00
- e as the wel 1 proved cassette based version with the additions
a st dos,saving on disc or tape and directory access.
TEST
£ 5.50
e code 20k (6k user).
uously run n i n g RAM test.Tests each bit individually using march
r i r,c i p 1 e.

—

KUMA COMPUTERS, 11 YORK ROAD, MAIDENHEAD, BERKSHIRE, ENGLAND
Telex: 849462 TELFAC.KUM
Telephone: (0628) 71778

IttJMA
CASSETTE DATABASE
£ 29.50
The database can be considered to be an electronic card index system
of ten lines per card & up to 255 car ds.Records are created
containing 1 to 25 cards.Search , browse S< print facilities are
standard. A special report (e.g. mailing list) can be printed.The data
resides in memory
transferred to cassette for storage.
BASIC EXTENSIONS
£ 13.00
Adds 11 functions to Easi c 5025 using no extra

memory:BREAK/TRACE/USR(x > /
SINGLE STEP/BLOCK DELETE/RENUMBER/STRING IN EQUALITIES/SET RESET/AUTO
NUMBER/PRINT CURSOR CONTROL.
ARDENSOFT TOOLKIT
£ 35.00
I ric 1 udes the f eaturess APPEND/FI ND/CONVERT/DELETE/LIST
STOP/ MON I TOR/QU I T/
NUMBER / RETURN TO BASI C/PRINTER /SCREEN DUMP/ VAR I ABLES/TASSET/RESTORE
CP/M
£ 150.00
Includes hardware mod.,CP/M disc & full documentation.
£ 19.50
ZEN EDITOR/ASSEMBLER
ZEN is a complete system for the 280 programmer . reliably proven on
thousands of computers. Consists of cassette, manual, and full
assembly listing.
t Full set of editor commands ircludi-g string search
# Compact source files, no line r umbers. Free format text, no tabbing
requi red
X Read/Write/Verify named f l.e to cassette. Files may be merged
Decimal, hex and octal parameters
Six maths operators: add, subtract, -ultiply, divide, and, or
$ Full range of pseudo ops for c.tes. «crc. strings etc
Symbols of any length
& Fully formatted List and S.-ccl Sort to video or printer
Paging for sheet feed ori-teÿs
Object to cassette or nenor.
# Ful 1 object debugger included. Type in source, assemble S< execute
i mined i ate l y
# Debugger commands to set breakpoint =. display registers, modify

*
*
*

*
*

memory, etc
ZEN MOD
£ 10.50
Modifies ZEN to give extra facilities. A software interface for the
EPSON MX—80 printer is prcvicec.
Plus: Auto command facilitv
»
Named Listings (A must for a- -o~e ~i t h more than 1 program)
%
List control via pseudo cc= ir. c-e program
The printer can be controlled f*~o~ comnand mode
Any expression allowed
all co'-a-ds - Symbolic debugging
becomes possible!
%
Print command (lire EASIC ;o e-aluate any expression in
immediate mode
%
Register modify/e: amine instruction.
£ 37.50
ZEN-DOS (disc based)
This is the first Editor Assembler on disc for the MZ80K.lt is also
the first DOS optimised for Machine Code programs,the functions
include: DIR,LIST,PRINT, EX IT , I AD, F ILE
LOCK,DELETE,RENAME, INIT, INPUT,OUTPUT,COPY. ZEN- as normal ,but uses
disc for storage.
DISASSEMBLER (ZEN COMPATIBLE)
£ 10.50
to screen,tape or printer.Allows
source
cede
Zen
compatible
Generates
definition or defined byoe areas. gene- ates ECU'S.Also features
numerous monitor functions suer as memory dump, memory wri te,goto,tape
copy and a very powerful bvte searcher.

*#

tel = 0628 71778
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KUMA
TOR /ASSEMBLER
INE CODE TAPE & MANUAL
BASIC

£ 45.00
£ 22.50
£ 40.00
£ 10.50

COPY
cade 20k (6k user).

the user to copy any cassette,includes VERIFY function.

»

£ 5.50
FILING INDEX
program solves the problem of finding where all your programs
l,;::en

among your hundreds of cassettes.lt is menu driven 2<

pes, sorts, locates & edits the index by various parameters.
CALC II (Based on the popular program Visicalc) £ 34.50
program enables you to build up complex models for financial or
eeds.You can display figures in a chosen format or display
a hi stogram. When you finish a model you can save it on to a
:e, reload it when it needs updating and then all formulae
star to the new data can be updated automatically.
£ 12.50
FRONT PANEL(48K)
which
Program
enables the user to Debug,Write or
Utility
salient
It
code
includes Single Stepping of
programs.
n about machine
instructi on ,compl ete
current
of
the
Tuctions,a disassembley
;rol of memory ,regi ster and ports,and much more.
■

L_

ANGUAGES

£ 50.00
SP4015 (cassette)
pleased to announce the availability of the PASCAL language
for z~e MZ80K.This is a PASCAL interpreter on cassette that comes
a comprehensive manual and an applications tape. Enclosed is a
sees: :cation of this package detailing the features available. This
fwasosqe is now in stock and available i mmedi atel y ,so why not place
maur order for PASCAL now!

We

ajre

-

£ 40.00
PRECISION BASIC FOR THE MZ80K DISC SYSTEM.
Double
Precision BASIC
of
availability
the
announce
to
•e are pleased

tSF-i:15)f or the MZBOK.This is an extended version of the existing
ansic
■iinz- provides a number of new facilities in addition to giving much
iic'cved arithmetric accuracy.
rr. £ - summary of SP—6115—
; Files
i,-;
32 Byte segments instead of 16 E<yte.
Auto line numbering option.
A BASIC program stored on disc or tape can be
Ac;e~:sd to the current program in memory.
Allows for the deletion of blocks of program lines as
waeL 1 as single lines.
- 1-Dimension arrays can have any number of elements,
Iiiiu:?: only by memory size
3t~SDm aniens i or, arrays can have up to 255 elements in each dimension.
- Data files are allowed on cassette.
PRINT USINS option allows for formatted output, both
■Bin USING
dram. Z~-E screen and the printer.
-All arithmetic calculations are carried out in Binary
Hkllmtit1 Dncinal for increased accuracy.Numeri c accuracy and range-9.999999999999999+78
.ÿ*#-1£— JL= tc
i n stock now so why not place your order immediately!
IS
Uni s Zcl sir

-

-

-

-

-

'
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EDUCAT I ONA1_

nUMA
PACKAGES

£ 14.95
CESIL III
based
on the simple low level language
is
program
This machine code
EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS course.
COMPUTER
CESIL. used by I CL in their
Sharp CESIL instructions -for use in CESIL programs are:- IN,OUT,LOAD,
STORE,ADD,SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY,DIVIDE,JUMP,JINES,J I ZERO,HALT,PRINT,DATA.
Sharp CESIL commands are:RUN,RUN/P,LIST,LIST/P,NEW,SAVE,LOAD,VERIFY,BYE
£ 19.50
TIMETABLING AID
This aids a teacher in developing detailed timetables for a school of
up to 20 different subjects taught by up to 40 teachers.
£ 10.50
MUSIC COMPOSER-EDITOR
A very sophisticated way of writing & displaying composed music
visually and audibly. The notes are displayed as the editor is used
the command mode has 27 directives.
This remarkable piece of software requires a 48K MZ80K.

£ 5.50

CHILDRENS MATHS

£ 10.50
BROWNIAN MOTION
Suitable for 0 & A level Physics courses. This program simulates the
motion of a part i c 1 e(atom etc)ur ie-- bombardment. Calculates drift and
shows that this is nearly equal to sc.sÿe root(N) times mean free
path.
£ 10.50
ELECTRONS
"A" level electron matter interactior.
£ 10.50
WAVES
"A" level wave motion.

GAMES
£ 9.00
ANIMATE
_se20).
61 user, machine code
Animate enables you to era- a series c * o:oc_res and to display them
singly or in a sequence.lt .a ::==:zle to =-o~ the pictures in quick
succession to produce a ~ z i z ::t ore or ar i rat i on.The technique
is simple and easy to maste*-.
BLOCKADE
£ 5.50
A two player game. Bui Id Cw'- .-.all
/our opponent so that he
cannot escape. Watch for -"are - s is building his wall however.
BOMBER
£ 5.50
You are piloting your aircra-t: to a
airfield.On approach you
see the airfield is obstructed. ou can clear the obstructions with
your bomb load-but you onl . ~ a .e enough height to overfly a limited
number of times -and no Tore -uel tc go elsewhere. Fail to clear the
obstructions and you will eras'-. nine skill 1 evel s.Bri ppi ng!
BREAKOUT
£ 5.50
A version of this popular video game, pit your skills against the
■

=

~

■

•

computer.
CAMELOT
£ 5.50
A high speed ,high skill 3rd
i"l
addictive game f or all computer
doods Fit your wits against - ing -rthers gallant army at his high
resolution Camelot Castle.—- original game with mind-blowing sounds.
CAROLS
£ 5.50
Hold your own carol concert ris Christmas with CAROLS,which allows a
choice of eighteen traditiona. _nr i stnas Carol s.Di spl ays every verse
while the music is playing.
■

tel: 0628-71778

KUMA
INVADER

£ 5.50
stuff this.Catch a bouncing ball in a basket- It will
-for you to chase it- The clock counts down from 2000.
stuff again .’There is an army of little men attacking you
security of your refuge behinda wall -Shoot them all down
~e- get you.
£ 10.50
(6k
user).
20k
I risers, mac hi ne code
Le :or begi nners,wi th !: levels of play.
£ 5.50
jpl a/er tank game Manoeuvre your tank into opposite positions
otes.tr oy your opponent -He will be doing the same-beware of mines.
£ 5.50
ION
i.oii z fashioned game of card match!ng Match the pairs to remove all
the least number of attempts- Lowest possible 26 tries--lowest
lOO+.See how you can perform.
£ 8.00
12K
o prevent aliens from invading the Earth- The first 51 wave 31
appMur s„ moving from side to side,, whilst you control a gun at the
ft nmm Q- the screen., But beware I These aliens dive down and fire at
I«5troy all the aliens and another wave appears, but these leave
.(puir—cssiÿoyi ng mines behind when they land- If youovercome both of
HttltongSwe- -5.es then you are c:onf r on ted b y t he alien spaceships,wh i c h
uprawc-.el 1 > descend,whilst moving and firing.Can you stop them before
fnttte* lard? Superb graphics and sound effects help to make this a
.inii gjT 1 > entertaining and addictive game.
£ 10.50
KKSWBAGE
Hieoic ;rfipr:ic game of 6 card Cribbage.Has automatic scoring and
[Mimniuimer ts. The computer is a very good player so is therefore very
if iCL.il t to beat
£ 5.50
DERBY
back your fancy and watch
a :a, at the races- £ 100 to bet with
•
no
skill
but
good odds for your
Absolutely
required
goe
zz~
mm.
streak.
niio
Infliifliil i

SUMBC.- .ds

-

-

-

•

EiLEZ'TÿDNIC

ORGAN

£ 5.50

i| pirocr o.’‘Tie to use the Sharp music facilities to their full -The MZ80K

-

-

laid out as an electronic organ B0NTEMPI Eat your heart out.
£ 5.50
-icmniii.r. a~:-"vption for the amateur spy.Select your cipher and baffle
all.Defy anyone to decipher your code- A nice stimulation of the
pLIILll code machine. Would have a use for private messages.
£ 5-50
E'*<£:3N
1 jls-er,BASIC 20k (6k user).
E wasi:r is a game of survival.The object is to avoid the attackers
4 or r. s 1 or g as possible. The score is a measure of time - the greater
i «c toct t er.
£ 8.00
EMESJTI'VE
Wirnmc.v ourself the big business man -Try to make your fortune in this
S simulation
game by buyingraw materials at the right time and
Hftnumacam
finished articles at the right time and price.
your
selling
OB
with
profits or loans from the bank. Beware of
factory
cx-r
<mr z
(iDiuan"
str
ons
and
i kes,etc Li ght—h ear ted busi ness simul at i on
1 ctuat i

rnmmrn

'*ÿ

%

-

IP i.i

fimuu: p
iljjllttttll

-

£ 5.50
•NE AFRICA
war iMa* around the African continent searching for diamond
Smut ftnetiare of the wildlife which tends to kill members of your
Etaul I ect as many diamonds as you can before your party is wiped

teh 0628- 71778

tvUMA
FALL OUT
£ 5.50
A challenging graphical game of being slaughtered by an ever growing
wall. Your only hope is to dodge the bricks and bomb the wal 1 ,as it
gets bigger and closer all the time. This game's definitely -for
anyone who i s on the verge of madnt
FIREBALLS
£ 5.50
Spacecraft under attack by space f i rebal 1 s.Take evasive action and
make it: back to base.Watch it-the fireballs will follow you.Several
skill 1 evel s.
4 IN A ROW
£ 5.50
You versus the computer.Drop your pieces into a column in an attempt
and is
to arrange four pieces in a row.The computer does the same
likely to be better than you at it. Very difficult to win.
FRUIT MACHINE
£ 5.50
A good graphical representation and simulation of this ever
entertaining gaming machine.
GUESS WORD
£ 5.50
A word version of mastermind which uses all the letters of the
alphabet and so makes the number of permutations much greater.Only
for serious mastermi riders.
GUN
£ 5.50
(6k
user)
player,
BASIC
1
20k
Enemy aircraft fly across at random intervals.Your brief is not to
let any pass. You must shoot them down with the anti-aircraf t gun.Stop
when you wish. If you have shot dow 4-1 or more the percentage is
displayed. Over 907. is good,98/1 is -s'-- good. Can anyone make 100%?
HANGMAN
£ 5.50
The good old faithful with gooc grai'iis. ~~ree programs with
different skill levels.
HEAD ON
£ 5.50
The very latest of pub vices ga_es -c~ on ,our computer.The multi
lane race track is loaded with saints. -11 .ou have to do is get
them.To acheive this, drive ova- t~e snots. One problems the
computers kamikazi ca is out to clabber . ou -EAD ON". The computerplays intelligently and roars round the track in the opposite
direction getting rid of points and getting rid of you. A game with
ultra good graphics and pGwsr-.l e_g:r.e noises.
HOME BUDGET Ver.2
£ 5.50
Keep track of all those hoae finances— Mortgage, housekeepi ng ,rates,
c 1 oth i ng ,etc.An essential for all hoae bookeepers.Easi 1 y adapted for
other uses.(recently impro.ec
HUNTER KILLER
£ 5.50
Fast machine code depth charge gaae.Excellent graphics and rapid
keyboard response make th.s one of t-e center games available.
INTRUDER
£ 5.50
First estimate your own skill Is- el from 1-9,then attempt to enter
the house,steal all the jewels from t~eir cabinets and. return to
starting point.Keep awa c fro~ the bogs. and try to avoid setting off
alarms which release more and lore dogs until your escape is
completely blocked.
J.S.LINE 4
£ 5.50
Its an all out super-tuff ruthless battle of you against the
computer in this highly papÿ.-a-- gave of connecting 4 discs in a line
to win.Play is simply a matte- of placing the discs in the display
until you manage to complete a line of 4,but watch out, the computer
is watching your every move and dcesn’t take too kindly to being
beaten.
LARGE DISPLAY
£ 5.50

-

teh 0628- 71778

KUMA
£ 8.00
simulation in machine code tor rapid screen
Set up your initial colony on the screen and watch it
„ a~ d die at two generations per second.
£ 5.50
SIC 20k (6k user).
ut to land on the surface of the moon,the terrain is
d uneven.Gravi ty is pulling you down but you can control
i th your engine thrust. You may orbit for as long as you
en your fuel runs out you lose control i The object is to
1 at area of moon with a velocity of less than 17 m/s.
s

commended.

£ 5.50
e remote and on-board computer failure! You are in
your pilot skills and land the module safely.Then try to
less time than anyone el se.Careful if you misjudge,you

—

-

£;0 50
ENGLAND
Great
of
whole
Britain plus Eire,with nearly
lec map of the
of
be asked for by name and
may
any
which
tanmwrs and features,
be
removed completely leaving just an
instant.1 y. Names can
(tap or hidden except for initial letters for a guessing
.Tine distance between any two points may be found. Fascinating
jir Walloon game where you drift with the wind. Machine code
::nes and a specially compressed map database enable the
•i.« co run on a 48k machine. Many other features. Full
_ctions provided.
£ 5.50
IIND
lent version of this popular game. Most people have difficulty
~ le-'el 1 ,but there are two more levels after that.You will need a
■Bur* 1 :;:cal brain to become adept at this one.Has to be the best
mastermind program available.
C.31C £ 5.50
to
for
up
6
quiz
players. Each player is given a
*or::tive music
fir mz.*«&•- c from one of 34 well known tunes.Poi nts scored for guessin Id
■tae cor-ect one.Three levels of play. If you don’t feel quizzical,jC

music.
vote that "MELODY" requires a 48K machine.
£ 8.50
dered what it would be like to be lost inside a maze in the
Lfch only a short time to find your way out? Then try this
it use of the Sharps superb graphics to give 3 dimensional
at i ons.
£ 5.50
CLIMB
tflnatat cry to shoot the monkey before he can climb to the toe of
Cee= , Thi s is not so simple because it jumps from tree t:
&- E. zslient graphics.
£ 5.50
-T7ACK
of
a
try to demolish the oppos:t:cn.f-e*
each
side
hill
es
1
■tatter
casualty stores and tr.e
ng
running
wind,
t
varyi
each i me,
trajectories-a
game
good
player
2
■tattic
£ 5.50
clc game of Klondike patience (a solitaire care za~a ~a s - d*
tlthr c**-: into a new di mensi on.PI ay this intriguing - i - r
:~
a® a c<-ue executive fashion.The structured disci a=
lle'-c dÿaphics makes this a truly space age game.... ac a
te

irice

Cd

£ 5.50
gamble with your computer.

teh 0628 - 71778
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PONTOON
£ 5.50
Complies with full English rules. Can be played from 1,2 or 4 packs.
Includes bankroll reset feature and progress report of game on
request. Also incorporates buy ,twi st , daub 1 e-down ,st i ck ,bust,i nsurance
|
bet etc.

£ 5.50
PRINCESS & MONSTER MAZE
All the fun of the chase in this exciting game of rescue. Win the hand|
of the beautiful princess imprisoned in the labyrinth before the
monster can smell you out. You choose the level of ski 11,every
adventure different.
QUADRA X
£ 5.50
Pit your skill against the computer or thrash your friends in this
intriguing battle of wits.Place your counters in a row of any chosen
number and at the same time stop your opponent doing 1 i kewi se. Hours
of fun to be had from this addictive game.
£ 5.50
RACING
£ 5.50
RACETRACK
Steer your car around the racetrack ; shorter -'outes avai 1 abl e-but more
hazardous.Compl ete the course without crashing.
£ 5.50
RAIDER
A two person game;one captains a sub ~ - ne,the other a destroyer.The
object of the game is strai ghtf or ~a-" d-.cu try to destroy each other ,
charges and torpedoes.
Move around the screen, use radar
REACTOR
£ 5.50
A high flying game designed to ~a- e a panic stricken nervous wreck of
anybody who cares to play. Fcr 2—11 ola.ers its an all out battle of
to know who your friends
alert ness,reaction and gene-al. cect:
are.Complete with a full, i nteg- acec real time scoreboard and
ear-resonating sound.
ROAD HUNTER
£ 8.00
Take a maniacal drive through the city trying to run over as many
snakes, dogs and people as - c zs_, paiÿi-g points for each within a
set tine.
RHYMES
£ 5.50
A must for the youngsters—great fun and educational too! Plays any of
words on the screen.
twenty favourite nurser.
tune.
Simple selection from a
SHAPEMATCH
£ 5.50
sirs c- shapes on the screen
One f or the k i d s--of al
to score against your I opponent, .aretu. :u -a. not be as smart as
you think.
SHARP DEMO (GRAPHICS)
£ 5.50
A chance to show the capabilit. : p~£ computer without having to
wr i te the p r og r am.
SHOWJUMPING
£ 5.50
Hickstead simulation! Complete c s showjumping course against the
c 1 oc k.
SHUDO
£ 5.50
SNAKES & LADDERS
£ 5.50
That popular family game or sere,■ｒ with variable numbers of snakes
and ladders. Hear yourself cl:-t a ladder or slide down a snake.Up to
four players. Very popular program.
SPACE BATTLE
£ 5.50
A two player game in whic- ,ou ~a.e to destroy your opponents space
ship whilst flying through space, .-.atch out for the black hole, for
this will destroy your ship if .on rur into it.
£ 5.50
SPACE INVADERS
This program is written in -achine code and is probably one of the
best games programs available on the Sharp MZ-80K.

-

_

-
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KUMA
£ 5.50
: - g a fleet of alien craft from the bridge of your
•seel with the aliens in view. Control your proton beam until
Tift are in the cross sights-and blast'em. You have a
ITHII11 of energy which is replenished each time you make a
5-„

IUI

£ 5.50
BASIC 24k < 10k user).
arc r~= captain of the? Enterprise. You have to destroy all the
c=fore they conquer the Federation. When your energy runs
in. rui out of photon torpedoes you must dock at a starbase to
i*it* them. The Klingons fire can damage your shields and othercause casualties or even destroy you! Lovely sound effects
:he Red Alert klaxon.

£ 5.50
jumping around the screen-you have a foot with which you
=tomp"the insect. Watch out if you get less than 207.
tut
■ＩＷＢＩＯ levels of competance.
[
£ 5.50
are captain of a ship hunting submari nes. Havi ng made contact drop
itaapt- charges to destroy the submarine— but he is firing
-s at you. Who will win?
£ 5.50
PIRE
(6k
user).
20k
code
machi ne
cane for two players. Each takes half the keyboard to battle
a the other. Score 5 for a hit,! if your opponent goes off the
(»:th or without barriers.
£ 5.50
SIMON
t-e shapes that appear on scr een f ol 1ow the order of appearance
::red There is no limit to the number of shapes to follow. Prove
|hninr a better memory than others.
£ 8.00
he right hand swordsman and must try to beat the
._
“aer, which plays the left hand swordsman The computers still
cam be selected, from 1 (easy to beat)to 9(you’re pushing /our
IKS is not played in real time. First you choose ore of tine
iiltule manoeuvres which are displayed on the screen t~ ■- c_ c~ c _ c the
o<_
don't have to remember them)and then the compute'- -sacos
its -ove.The game continues until one player succeeds in
ptfeu:&ar ■i g the other.

■Mnoct

is

,

.

,

.

_

fmmn

-

■kmll ««M»rp—

a game for two players- each has a tank i~ roc* - cs-*-aiSnells"
iitJm minefields, and has to score 10 hits on his oppo-e- c
Bice cff the rocks, and you may get your opponent, in a ccor
or. only to see him time-warp. Wall— there are - : - = ci-ferently
to
call
a
ied -ails of bricks, with you having a bat tc
-or every
*o. as much of the wall as possible. You score
hit— warni ng-thi s game can be very addicti-e.
£ 5.50
inn BOWLING
simulation of this game with automatic =C:-T;.
£ 8.00
SMITH
West
as
a
Set of- ;~c: v-« wide blue
Wild
trader.
luck
four
tc :eal with trading posts, miners arc e-e- : - cu a - s The idea is
ocs of money, but watch them injurs, of a • <
;it real
the wagon reaches the end of the t-a:.
- pedition is

.

.

£ 5.50
■pantile on the stock-exchange. Then
Bcti -e program.

tel: 0628- 71778

;afe way

with

KUMA
£ 5.50

3D

1 user,BASIC 20k (6k user).
3 dimensional noughts and crosses. You against the computer. The 4 by
4 by 4 board is displayed on the screen at all times. The computer is
not quite perfect so it is possible to beat it. Quite challenging
though.
£ 5.50

U.F.O.

Planet earth is under attack from U.F.Os.You are the sole remaining
Earth defences in command of your missile launching tank.Your
missiles can be radar controlled to acheive greater accur acy.Sever al
battle features including on site tank repai rs,radar scanner control,
alien paratroopl s with land mines. Watch for the alien flagship with
the anti-missile beam.

MZSO-K

MANUALS

:s

AND

BASIC 5025 MANUAL

£ 7.00

MZ80-K SERVICE MANUAL

£ 7.50
£ 5.00
£ 7.50

MZ80-10 SERVICE MANUAL
MZ-80P3 SERVICE MANUAL
MZ-80FD SERVICE MANUAL
MZ80-K DUSTCOVER
BUSINESS

£ 10.00
£ 9.95

PACKAGES

STOCK CONTROL(disc)
MAILING LIST (disc)
MAILING LIST (cassette)

£ 95. 00
£ 19.50
£ 14.50

Cassette based accounting syste- .s

see*

to :e available

- Please

phone for latest list.
This list was compiled using APOLLO with an EPSON MX80 printer

tel : 0628 71778
-

KUMA

_

SOFTWARE SECRETS
INPUT, OUTPUT, AND DATA STORAGE TECHNIQUES
by Graham Beech
is designed around the Sharp MZ-80k microcomputer. This machine
of many personal microcomputers, but its level of documentation
doom. This book clarifies many aspects of the manuals, while givinginto programming techniques that are useful on any machine.
nany books on BASIC, but this book takes a uniquely different
most people can cope with routine programming, but the things
te real headaches are:
How can a computer interact with a user for the
inputting of data?
Vhat is the best way of displaying data, either
printed or graphically?
How can data be stored efficiently in files on
cassette or disk?

_

enables the user to build his own library of programs and
tines to make his programming easier. Major topics covered are:
String handling
>ck control files
Formatted output
Direct access files
Menu
interactions
Hashing methods..
Screen
handlers
licked list files
Computer
graphics and animation
Index sequential files
Sequential files
n-jr lication
Date: December, 1981
Price: £5.95
Pages: 160
fTT try

SHARP SOFTWARE TECHNIQUES : Programming the MZ-80K

by David Trowsdale

Sfepn are publishing two books concerned with the Sharp MZ-80K microcomputer.
Hue first 'Software Secrets' by Graham Beech is concerned with programming
Itandtanticues for the MZ-80K user with some experience; this book is intended
■ｆｅｃｒ t±e relative beginner who wishes to master this amazingly versatile machine.
1 ::: .alsc gives him an immediate range of useful programs that demonstrate the
fmmez sr.d versatility of the MZ-80K.

-

-

Hie rrntents include:

Zrmrlete listings of over 20 BASIC programs, each of which will
ran on the cassette based MZ-80K with only 32K of storage (i.e.
tie smallest machine in the range).
Programs covering statistics, mathematics practice, IQ testing
Q radio codes, music, photography and graphical aids to games
Fill and complete explanations of the techniques used in the
pre-grams.

HHfiatCs and tips on how to transfer programs from other
IB the MZ-80K

cc_n-ters

M. cBBnprehens ive index to the techniques used in the book. Theses
tocl»die error trapping, sound effects, printing right-tc-left an
ptattationr-tc-top, printing with cursor control, timing et:
on Date: February 1982

Price: £5.95

teh 0628-71778

?*ges: 120

KUMA

FOR

SHARP

MZ-SOK,

COMPUTERS

MZ-SOB ,

PHONE OR
WRITE
AND DETA X L_S =

AND

DI

PRINTERS

PR X CES

FOR

KUMA COMPUTERS
11 YORK ROAD,
MAIDENHEAD
BERKS
SL6 ISO

SYBEX
BOOKS
279
316
23
367
200
60
280
334
65
327
374
302
■171
36
161
307

Kuma Computers 4
BOOKS

CP/M Handbook
Intro to Pascal
Micro-Interfacing technqs
Pascal Progs for Scientists & Engineers ...
Programming the Z-80
Programming the 6502
Your first Computer
Fifty Basic Exercises
Basic Computer Games
Basic ComProgs for Bus Vol.1
Basic for Home Computers
Basic - A self teaching Guide (2nd Ed.) ...
Basic & Personal Computer
Instant Basic
More Basic Games
Using CP/M - A Self-Teaching Guide

OSBORNE BOOKS

FOR FULL RANGE SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
1150
1150
13.1C
1270
11.95
10.75
775
1025
595
850
590
5.95
#95
8.75
625
750

.....

159 Z-80 Assembly Language Programming ....
383 The CP/M Users Guide
365 The Apple 11 Users Guide
413
385
417
409
416
401
404

Gateway Guide to ZX-80/81
Getting Acquainted ] ZX-81
Hints 8 Tips for ZX-81
Mastering Machine Code ZX-81
Sinclair ZX-81 Prog/Real Applies
ZX-81 Companion

ZX-81 Pocket Book
412 Not only 30 Progs. ZX-81

JOE
415
27E
275

595
7 JO

Sent JoufltH - rtZ
VC waet
PET LAran rf SMTHOKS
PET Iraa

SHARP

n®

.......
......

MZ-TDl Stan Scnar Tedmpe_
HZ-3BP Stftwar Saras

.

.

-

...
...

5.95
4.95
... 425
... 5.95
... 6.95
. .. 7.95
. . . 5.95
. .. 6.95

PHONE NOW FOR SHARP
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

7.45
7.05

Afld £190 p & p to orders under £10.00.
Carriage free on orders over £10.00 within mainland U.K.
Overseas add 15%
Telephone Orders.
, lust give your Credit Card number (Barclay Card or Access)
j and requirements on our 24 hour 7 day Ansaphone Service.

cx
5 95
5 35

MISCELLANEOLIS+ CONSTRUCTIONAL Kuma Computers :fgp

29
347
24
187
293
356

Dm Vi
Sa J ass • m Cam

SI taeamw .apage Pngrammp
7BOOC Aseacn .axuage Programming
5B0S town jngiage Programming
5800C »nr»s>' namJbow kane
274 ~«e 9G8E Bom re 90GS-

BASIC GAMES

ZX-81 BOOKS

Base Programming
Basic Business Softw.rare

VIC BOOKS

65 Base Gwwar Banes
161 More Bast Games
289 Bast Compter Programs tor the Home
% Some Common Bast P'ograms
70 Games Ptayng mth Bast
89 Bast Compter Programs tor the Home

BASIC AND APPLICATIONS

140
141
195
286
163
37

Bast Bast

Advanced Bast
The Basic Handboo*
Bast Comp Progs in Science 8 Engin.
Basic Programing Primer
Beginning Basic
wing and Structured Prog, in Basic

495

::: 11 York road Maidenhead Berk
7.15
1350 Phone:Maidenhead(0628)71778/
15.95
1350 Telex: 849462 TEL FAC.KUM
5.90
1350

5.50
5.50
6.50

|

OFFICE USE

11.50
6.15

6.50

6.75
6.85 |
11.50
6.50
7.95 1
8.65
9.40

4
5
6
Add £1 lor P S P on Orders under £10

TOTAL
Name
Address

TICK FOR FREE CATALOGUE

tel = 0628 71778
-

GOODS REQUIRED REF NO.
1
2
3

□

PRICE

RUMAI
it inside cover.

ON

USING

SR* — 5025

the * A”
iSF— 5m,..C5 can be run on an MZ-SC -

;

mu,

.

*

„

1 e*-

SA-

1O

l oading enter the

b < CR )
= 2 - E= = 3- 247 disables
IMMBC essary to enable SHIFT/3FE-any
MZ-80K
that
“"""tr s
prograr -“i c~ _ = es SP-5025 can now
= seans

.

notes refer to BASIC SP-5025 cur an ’ A”
J, 140: PQKE7389, 25
the use of an expression m SC

2.

or a ’K’s

e.g. GOTO

(A+3)*10

or

*12)

=-

:'-ession must return the value

Pit5 , l 40: P0KE74 16,25 does sane as

.

e isting line number,

but f or GOSUB.

5i 7,0: POKE 1 1508 , 55
IflUl 9ms all the ZSO’s ports to be accessed . l a INP and OUT
■> EP-5025 issues a DATA ERROR i - a "_-:sr 239 is used, this
all 256 ports to be accessed, e.g. OUT 242. P or INP 251, A

.

- transfer is passed to USR,the

z~ tie BASIC text is
(2-byte address ,*‘:s can be used to read
after USR(X) e.g. USR ( X ) , - . B -.-er returning to BASIC the two
a: 13433 must point to the byte i r.-tedi ately after the last
:er-.The following expression evaluation routines are within SPfc _se them HL must point to the start of an expression in the
ce-c.On return DE contains the number, and HL points to the byte
the expressi on. The expression must be in SHARP tokens.
at

18433 decimal

lit 2

454:
U569

Read 16-bit expression from (HL) into DE
Read 8=bit expression from (HL) into DE

PASCAL SP-4015 work well on the MZ-80A. This is true only if
ItamaCi ng the control code for setting the MZ80A into MZ80K display
wta

u

WORE DISCOVERIES!

jMZBC - will run SA-5510 even better
is

JMUF3F

if once loaded trs

•oil owi ng

run:
-=1 to 3: READ P:P0KE P, 33: POKE P+1, Os POKE P+2, 2 I E : \E * T: END

10336,10981,13254

■His

el:«= SET and RESET and CURSOR commands to

SHIFT /BREAK on SA-5510 use poke 701

. 2-

*_-rc:o~

='

cÿccerlv.

=-="

able it

pOli

Ifchar " s

t:

David Thomas of Saundersfoct -zu-

tel: 0628-71778

:*:=

-

:c- c : r ut i on ,

RUM
SHARP

COMPUTERS

and

PER I PHER I ALS

For your hardware requirements such as MZ80B, MZ80A, PC1500, Printers,
Floppy discs etc KUMA computers keep an extensive range in stock and
have many years experience of making sure that it all goes together
wel 1.

RHONE

NOW

FOR

A

QUOTAT I ON

FOR AN liZQOK upgrade to an MZ80A contact KUMA for the latest deal.

EORTH
Kuma’s Forth now has
the best documented

established itself as the best :~c 1 eientat i on and
version in the U.K. possibl . the «orld! for the
Sharp range of microcomputers. To back this Kuma -secs c-e following
books in stock:

STARTING FORTH by L. BRODIE

£11.95

INTRODUCTION TO FORTH by K. KNETCH

£5.95

DISCOVER FORTH by ADAM OSBORNE

£10.95

NEW

MZSOK

BOOK

PEEKING and POKEING THE MZ80K by G.P.RIDLEY

£4.30

This book is strongly recommended for it’s easy ::
style.

ZSO

=

_-= *-st=-c.

friendly

BOOKS

To understand assembler it vital to use a clea- desc-:
:t:;i of this
most potent language. The following two books are rec:~
:
Z80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING

Adam Osborne

£12.10

Programming the Z80 by R. Zaks

CONDITIONS

OK

SALE

£11.95

I st

SEF>T

1982

Please add £1.00 postage and packing to orders under £20.00
Carriage free on cash, cheque or credit card orders over £20.00
mainland U.K.

within

Overseas orders please add 157.
Telephoned credit card orders accepted
service. (Barclaycard and Access)

on

our

24

hour

ansaphone

Official orders welcome. F.O.B. Maidenhead

PLEASE ADD 15X VAT to all prices including carriage except -for books.

tel: 0628- 71778

